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Hey Guys & Gals .... We Hope Your WeekEnd was pretty
DogGone Nice....
....As we Approach that Season when Weekends can get
unfortunately Screwed-Up with Weather Demands & Spraying.
Sweet Fancy Moses !!! Two full pages from Researcher Jeff
Alicandro about the critical importance of Microbial Soil
Inoculants in your Orchard !!???!!
These are a big deal in our commercially cultivated
often microbe depleted soils.... Big Deal as they
seriously improve utilization of Nutrients & Water.
Jeff says these benefits have been clearly established in
scenarios across the board....Soil Amendments all the way to
Seed Treatments and ...
.... that these are not GMOs [genetically-modifiedorganisms].
So far, the EPA / USDA are not involved, and there are no
known export restrictions.
Is VitaZyme one of these Microbials ???
Jeff says.... "VitaZyme has been both Lab and Field
Proven to encourage the proliferation of beneficial
Soil Microbes."
And VitaZyme is so Cost-Effective-Cheap to use .... like for
a 20 Acre Block - $64 - That's correct-- a little over $3 per
acre when you apply a recommended 1 pint-acre in weed
control strip along with your Herbicides and other Nutritionals
....anything else you want in the Tank. But while it energizes
microbial activity, VitaZyme does not directly provide
'mycorrhizal fungi' inputs.
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.... And remember that VitaZyme enhances the Herbicide
performance by invigorating Weeds & Grasses to suck in the
herbicide-chemistries.
Dont forget to treat the roots of new Trees with VitaZyme
before you plant !!!
...and VitaZyme is labeld OMRI Approved for all of your
Organic Production.
We can expect Soil Microbial Health measurements to soon
be available like Soil Tests...as this critical concept begins to
get more deserved acclaim. Some select Soil Labs can do this
now.
Soil Microbial products vary in the number of microbial
species offered, and also in the rates of each species provided
in their offering.

We’re on the Web!
See us at:
www.reisters.net

Our Thanks to Alicandro -- Staying In Front of It .....

